A new database €or ferromanganese crusts from the world oceans is being compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey. Crusts diEfer from abyssal nodules by forming principally on steeper, raised areas or current-swept plateaus in the oceans. Some crusts contain relatively large concentrations of cobalt (1.0%) in areas within national territorial jurisdictions.
Recent studies suggest that cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts on he ocean floor may have economic p~t e n t i a l~,~,~~~,~. Because some crust sites are within 200 nautical miles of the United States, they fall within national jurisdiction. With the assistance of the U.S. Bureau of Mines and major repositories of oceanographic data, the U.S. Geological Survey has begun a search for all available data on ferromanganese crust occurrences in the world oceans and will incorporate these data into a computer-accessible data file.
Ferromanganese crusts
on the sea floor are generally found in association with environmental characteristics that are different from those i n nodule areas. Crusts tend to occur on consolidated rock surfaces in raised areas of the sea floor that are too steep for permanent sediment accumulation (Fig. l) 2 ) .
Cobalt, manganese, nickel, vanadium, molybdenum, and platinum appear to be the most valuable metals in ferromanganese crusts.
The metal content of crusts is apparently more critically influenced by metal sources in ambient water than is metal content in abyssal manganese nodules.
Hence, the data base will include samples that have only very thin ferromanganese layers, in order to broaden geographic representation and provide data on crusts from a range of water depths. Nany seamount and ocean island crusts are formed on phosphorite substrates. Although the phosphorite alone would not be an economically feasible resource, if crusts become a target for economic recovery, processing of phosphorites might become an adjunct to waste disposal.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. Fig. 3 ) .
Field The new samples are being chemically analyzed by U.S. Geological Survey and other cooperating laboratories.
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The data base will contain information on crusts of all types.
Crusts having high cobalt content (more than l%), have been found to date primarily in the Pacific Ocean, but are also known to be present in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. In addition, the database should yield new scientific insights into the metal content of the oceans, present and past, and the pathways for migration and removal of metals in the oceanic enviroment. 
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"Numbers approximate, records being processed.
-~ F i n u r e 1. S e e n e x t p a g e f o r t e x t .
F i a u r e 2. S e e n e x t Daee f o r t e x t . Outcropping ferromanganese pavement with manganese nodule field on Blake Plateau at 800 m water depth. Visual field covers about 15 m; photo by Angus wide-angle camera system on U.S.
Geological Survey cruise on R/V Gyre 11, Sept. 1982. Locations where ferromanganese crust samples have been collected; data on these samples will be entered in the new data base. X marks sites of samples for which analyses have come from the Scripps Institution manganese nodule data base7; 0 marks sites of newly collected specimens enumerated in Table 1 .
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